Summer Reading Book List for students entering grade 6
Annotations from Amazon.com (*challenging title)
**Chomp by Carl Haasen
Wahoo Cray lives in a zoo. His father is an animal wrangler, so he's grown up with all manner of gators,
snakes, parrots, rats, monkeys, and snappers in his backyard. The critters, he can handle. His father is the
unpredictable one.
DK Publishing: Amelia Earhart (DK Biography) by Tanya Lee Stone
With more than 100 full-color photographs and illustrations and detailed sidebars, this entry in DK's
acclaimed Biography series celebrate a pioneer who changed how the world is viewed: aviatrix Amelia
Earhart.
Doll Bones by Holly Black
Zach, Poppy, and Alice have been friends forever. And for almost as long, they’ve been playing one continuous,
ever-changing game of pirates and thieves, mermaids and warriors. Ruling over all is the Great Queen, a
bone-china doll cursing those who displease her.
Harris and Me by Gary Paulsen
A young boy spends his tenth summer on his aunt and uncle’s farm, where he is constantly involved in crazy
escapades with his cousin Harris. “On the Larson farm, readers will experience hearts as large as farmers’
appetites, humor as broad as the country landscape and adventures as wild as boyhood imaginations. All this
adds up to a hearty helping of old-fashioned, rip-roaring entertainment.”--Publishers Weekly
Summer Ball by Mike Lupica
When you ‘re the smallest kid playing a big man’s game, the challenges never stop, especially when your name
is Danny Walker. Leading your travel team to the national championship may seem like a dream come true,
but for Danny, being at the top just means the competition tries that much harder to knock him off. Now
Danny’s heading to Right Way basketball camp for the summer, and he knows that with the country’s best
players in attendance, he’s going to need to take his game up a notch if he wants to match up. But it won’t be
easy. Old rivals and new battles leave Danny wondering if he really does have what it takes to stand tall.
The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman
In this Newbery Medal-winning novel, Bod is an unusual boy who inhabits an unusual place—he's the only
living resident of a graveyard. Raised from infancy by the ghosts, werewolves, and other cemetery denizens,
Bod has learned the antiquated customs of his guardians' time as well as their ghostly teachings—such as the
ability to Fade so mere mortals cannot see him.
**Chasing King’s Killer by James Swanson

In his meteoric, thirteen-year rise to fame, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. led a mass movement for Civil
Rights -- with his relentless peaceful, non-violent protests, public demonstrations, and eloquent
speeches. But as violent threats cast a dark shadow over Dr. King's life, Swanson hones in on James Earl
Ray, a bizarre, racist, prison escapee who tragically ends King's life.As he did in his bestselling Scholastic
MG/YA books Chasing LIncoln's Killer and "THE PRESIDENT HAS BEEN SHOT!", Swanson transports
readers back to one of the most shocking, sad, and terrifying events in American history.With an
introduction by Congressman John Lewis, and over 80 photographs, captions, bibliography, various
source notes, and index included.
Land Of StoriesThe Wishing Spell (Book 1) by Chris Colfer

Alex and Conner Baileys world is about to change in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines
our modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales The Land of Stories tells the tale of
twins Alex and Conner Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories they leave their
world behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come
face-to-face with the fairy tale characters they grew up reading about But after a series of encounters
with witches wolves goblins and trolls alike getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.
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Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli
Stargirl. From the day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the
murmur of “Stargirl, Stargirl.” She captures Leo Borlock’ s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit
revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first.
Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and Leo,
panicked and desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this
celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils
of popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love.
Chains by Laurie Anderson
As the Revolutionary War begins, thirteen-year-old Isabel wages her own fight...for freedom. Promised
freedom upon the death of their owner, she and her sister, Ruth, in a cruel twist of fate become the property
of a malicious New York City couple, the Locktons, who have no sympathy for the American Revolution and
even less for Ruth and Isabel. When Isabel meets Curzon, a slave with ties to the Patriots, he encourages her
to spy on her owners, who know details of British plans for invasion. She is reluctant at first, but when the
unthinkable happens to Ruth, Isabel realizes her loyalty is available to the bidder who can provide her with
freedom.
Watsons go to Birmingham by Christopher Curtis
A wonderful middle-grade novel narrated by Kenny, 9, about his middle-class black family, the Weird
Watsons of Flint, Michigan. When Kenny's 13-year-old brother, Byron, gets to be too much trouble, they head
South to Birmingham to visit Grandma, the one person who can shape him up. And they happen to be in
Birmingham when Grandma's church is blown up.
Child of the Owl by Laurence Yep
Twelve-year-old Casey is waiting for the day that Barney, her father, hits it big -- 'cause when that horse
comes in, he tells her, it's the penthouse suite. But then hr ends up in the hospital, and Casey is sent to
Chinatown to live with her grandmother, Paw-Paw. Now the waiting seems longer than ever.
Casey feels lost in Chinatown. She's not prepared for the Chinese school, the noisy crowds, missing her father.
But Paw-Paw tells her about the mother Casey never knew, and about her family's owl charm and her true
Chinese name. And Casey at last begins to understand that this -- Paw-Paw's Chinatown home, her parents'
home -- is her home,too.
House of Dies Drear by Virginia Hamilton
The house held secrets, Thomas knew, even before he first saw it looming gray and massive on its ledge of
rock. It had a century-old legend -- two fugitive slaves had been killed by bounty hunters after leaving its
passageways, and Dies Drear himself, the abolitionist who had made the house into a station on the
Underground Railroad, had been murdered there. The ghosts of the three were said to walk its rooms....
**Promises to Keep by Sharon Robinson
A warm, intimate portrait of Jackie Robinson, America's sports icon, told from the unique perspective of a
unique insider: his only daughter. Sharon Robinson shares memories of her famous father in this warm loving
biography of the man who broke the color barrier in baseball. Jackie Robinson was an outstanding athlete, a
devoted family man and a dedicated civil rights activist. The author explores the fascinating circumstances
surrounding Jackie Robinson's breakthrough. She also tells the off-the-field story of Robinson's hard-won
victories and the inspiring effect he had on his family, his community. . . his country! Includes
never-before-published letters by Jackie Robinson, as well as photos from the Robinson family archives.

